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SINGER® SEWING & EMBROIDERY MACHINES

MA Series

MB Series

MC Series

Singer ® Sewing
& Embroidery
Machines

Locust
1507
1507WC
1525 / 1725
1748
8280
8280L
8280 SMART II
Mercury I
1105
1116
1120
1130
7020

To determine what presser feet and accessories fit your
Singer sewing machine, identify your model of machine
based on the illustrations listed on the next pages. Machines
are coded by group, each code that is compatible to a presser
foot or accessory will be listed under that foot or accessory.
Look for the code pictured above the machine. If the code
for your machine does not appear under a presser foot or an
accessory, then this foot or accessory cannot be used with
your machine. Step by step instructions teach you how to use
each presser foot. If your machine is not listed below, please
visit our website www.singer.com for more information.

Promise
1408
1409
1412 Promise
1512 Promise II

Simple
1732
2932
3116
3221
3232
3210 Simple
3223 Simple
3229 Simple

Heavy Duty
4411
4423
4432 HD
5511
5523
5532
44S

Talent
3321
3323S
3323

Fashion/Inspiration
4205
4206
4210
4212
4218
4220
4228

Tradition
2250
2259
2263
2273
2277
2282

CA Series

Brilliance
5400
5500
6160
6180
6199
6699
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SINGER® SEWING & EMBROIDERY MACHINES

CC Series

CB Series

Curvy
5625
8763
8767
8770
8780
Athena 2009

9900
Quantum 9910
Quantum 9920
Quantum 9940
Quantum 9960
9985 Quantum Stylist Touch
9980 Quantum Stylist
9970

One/160
Singer One
Singer One Plus
70
8768
Cosmo/Confidence
S800
5625
7256
7256 HC
7258
7285Q Patchwork
7410
7412
7422
7424
7426
7430
7436
7442
7444
7446
7448
7462
7463
7464
7466
7465
7467
7467S
7468
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SINGER® SEWING & EMBROIDERY MACHINES

7469
7469Q
7470
7563

CE Series

Computerized
2010
7140
ET-1
Futura 4060
H74
Stylist 9100
9340
9100 Professional

CD Series

IEF RANGE
C240

EC Series

Superb / Legacy
EM200
SE300
SE340
C440Q
C440

Futura
CE100
CE150
CE180
CE200
CE250
CE350

SA Series

EA Series

Futura
FQ-4
SEQS-6000
SEQS-6700
5 Futura Quintet
8500Q Modern Quilter

EB Series

XL400
XL420
XL550
XL580

14CG/14ET/14HD/14SH
14CG-754
14ET-754
14SH-644
14SH-654
14SH-744
14SH-754
14SH-764
14HD854

SB Series

14J
14J250
14J334

SES1000
SES2000

SC Series

14T
14T957DC
14T967DC
14T968DC
14T970C
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UTILITY GARMENT SEWING

UNIVERSAL SHANK

Utility Garment
Sewing

#250033996

Dealer $

MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CE, EA, EB, EC

This presser foot adapter allows you to use many different types of
snap on feet that are available today. The quick release lever at rear
allows the snap on foot to drop right off so that another foot can be
attached.
1.

Unscrew the presser foot and shank.

2.

Attach the Presser Foot Holder with the screw provided with the
machine.

3.

Snap on the appropriate presser foot required for the type of desired
stitching.

ALL-PURPOSE FOOT
#416128401

M/C Code: MA, MB

The All Purpose Presser Foot is used for general sewing on most
types of fabric. It has a wide needle opening that allows for sewing
of stitches up to 7mm in width or straight stitching with the needle
in various positions. The underside is flat to hold the fabric firmly in
place. It can also be used for elastic insertion and mending.
1.

Snap on the All Purpose Presser Foot.

2.

Select desired stitch and needle position and sew.

#270076251
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M/C Code: CA, CB, EA, EC
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UTILITY GARMENT SEWING

UTILITY GARMENT SEWING

BLIND HEM FOOT

Dealer $

#250034196

MSRP $

M/C Code: MA, MB, MC*

The Blind Hem Foot allows you to professionally finish your projects
with a machine hem that is undetectable from the right side. Use it to
hem pants, dresses, skirts, curtains, etc.
1.

Snap on the Blind Hem Foot.

2.

Set machine for Blind Hem Stitch or Stretch Blind Hem Stitch.

ZIPPER FOOT

#416128701

MSRP $

In addition to applying zippers, the Zipper Foot can be used to insert
piping or sew along areas that may have more bulk on one side than
the other. This foot attaches to the right or left of the needle. It has
grooves underneath on each side to accommodate the zipper tape or
bulky area.
To sew a centered zipper:

3.

Finish edge of hem. Then fold up and press.

4.

Turn back to create a fold about ¼” from the top edge of hem.

5.

Position the hem under the foot so that the fold is against the
guide in the center. Turn the knob on the right side of the foot to
adjust the guide so that widest zigzag stitch of the Blind Hem Stitch
catches only 1 or 2 threads of the fabric fold.

How to fold Fabric

1.

Baste the seam where the zipper will be inserted. Permanently stitch
the remainder of the seam. Press open.

2.

Position the zipper face down and unzipped, with the coil aligned to
the right of the seam.

3.

Snap the zipper foot to the machine into the left groove, stitch the
right side of the zipper tape to the seam allowance only, from top to
bottom.

4.

Close the zipper keeping the zipper flat. Position the left side of the
zipper on the left seam allowance.

5.

Snap the zipper foot to the machine into the right groove and stitch
along the left side of the zipper tape on the seam allowance only.

6.

Spread seam allowances flat against the outer garment.

7.

With the garment right side up, mark the bottom stop of the zipper
with a pin. Hand baste through the three layers as a guide, if
desired.

8.

Machine stitch through all three layers from top to bottom, pivoting
at the bottom and stitching to the basted seam. Re-position zipper
foot to the left groove and repeat for the other side.

9.

Remove the machine basting from the seam allowance to open the
seam.

*Models 4208 & 4212 require the optional universal shank part #250033996
#250034296

Dealer $

M/C Code: MA, MB, MC*, CA, CB, CC, CE, EA, EB, EC

M/C Code: MB, CA, CB, CC, CE, EA, EB,EC

To sew a lapped zipper:

SIDE CUTTER ATTACHMENT
#250035896				

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: MA, MC*

The Side Cutter Attachment is sometimes called a Cut and Hem Foot
because it simultaneously hems and trims the fabric while you sew a
seam. Similar to a serger, it has a blade to trim the fabric at the same
time it sews a seam and finishes it. The Side Cutter gives garments a
professional finish.
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1.

Position the Side Cutter Attachment with the forked arm over the
needle screw post and the shank on the presser foot bar.

2.

Secure the attachment. Remove the clear guard/cover.

3.

Clip about 1” into the fabric that is to be cut off.

4.

Select the desired stitch (usually zigzag or overcast).

5.

Check the stitch width to be certain that the needle doesn’t hit the
stitch finger.

6.

Position the fabric with the clipped edge against the blade and sew.
The stitch finger keeps the stitching flat and smooth.

Note: The machine tension and stitch
length and width may need to be adjusted
depending on the fabric.

1.

Baste the seam where the zipper will be inserted. Permanently stitch
the remainder of the seam. Press open.

2.

Position the open zipper face down, with the coil aligned to the left
of the seam.

3.

Snap the zipper foot to the right groove, stitch the left side of the
zipper tape to the seam allowance only, from top to bottom.

4.

Close zipper and turn face up, forming a fold of fabric between
zipper coil and basted seam.

5.

Re-position the zipper foot to the left groove and stitch close to the
edge of the fold from top to bottom.

6.

Spread the garment flat, with the zipper face down on the seam
allowances.

7.

On face side of fabric, mark bottom of zipper stop with pin. Hand
baste on the left side of the zipper tape, if desired.

8.

With the basting as a guide and the zipper foot in the right groove,
stitch from top to bottom. Pivot at the bottom and stitch to the
seam.

9.

Remove machine basting thread from the seam allowance to open
the seam.

*Models 4208 & 4212 require the optional universal shank part #250033996
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UTILITY GARMENT SEWING

UTILITY GARMENT SEWING

INVISIBLE ZIPPER FOOT
#250035396

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: MA, MC*, CB, CC, EC

#250035496					

The Invisible Zipper Foot is used in applying a completely concealed
closure in garments and home décor items–no stitching is visible on
the outside of the fabric. The foot has a needle hole in the center and
two grooves underneath to accommodate the zipper coils. Unlike a
regular zipper, an invisible zipper is inserted before any part of the
seam is stitched.

Snap on the 4-step Buttonhole Foot.

2.

2.

Snap on the invisible zipper foot and position the zipper coil in the
groove on the right side of the foot.

Mark the length and position of the desired buttonhole on your fabric
with a marking pencil.

3.

3.

Stitch from the top of the seam until the zipper foot hits the pull tab
at the bottom and backstitch. (Do not stretch the fabric.)

Using the Stitch Selector Guide on the machine and adjusting the
setting through steps one to four, the buttonhole will be completed.

4.

4.

Position the other side of the open zipper face down on the left side.
The zipper coil will be aligned on the stitching line with the tape part
in the seam allowance.

The steps include stitching bartacks at the front and back of the
buttonhole and up/down each side.

The zipper coil will be positioned in the groove on the left side of the
foot.

6.

Stitch from the top of the seam until the zipper foot hits the pull tab
at the bottom and backstitch. (Do not stretch the fabric.)

7.

Close the zipper.

8.

Replace invisible zipper foot with regular zipper foot and stitch the
remainder of the seam.

9.

At the lower edge of the zipper, stitch each side of the zipper tape
flat to the seam allowances only.

#250040996						M/C Code: CD

MSRP $

Sewing a 4-step buttonhole is as easy as 1-2-3 and 4! Just mark,
sew, and cut. It is recommended that you use a fabric interfacing
between fabric layers and a temporary stabilizer under the fabric
so that the fabric and stitches have good support and don’t pucker.
Check your instruction manual for specific details on your machine
model.
1.

5.

Dealer $

M/C Code: MA, MB, CB

Open zipper and position the right side of the zipper face down on
the right side of the garment. The zipper coil will be aligned on the
stitching line with the tape part in the seam allowance.

1.
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MANUAL BUTTONHOLE FOOT

Note: If the garment has a horizontal seam
or design in the fabric that needs to match,
be sure to align and pin or baste the zipper
before stitching.

5.

Knot the threads when the buttonhole is complete.

6.

Carefully cut open the buttonholes.

7.

Note: Always do a sample on the exact fabric first.

SEW-ON BUTTON FOOT
*Models 4208 and 4212 require the optional
universal shank part #250033996

#250035496					

Note: Depending on the specific machine
model, the sequence of steps can vary.

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: MA, MB, CB

The Sew-On Button Foot holds buttons in position while attaching
them with the sewing machine. This saves time while securely sewing
the buttons onto the fabric. This foot can also be used to sew on
hook and eye closures.
1.

Depending on your machine model, adjust the drop feed lever or
attach the feed dog cover plate.

2.

Snap-on the Sew-On Button Foot.

3.

Position the button under the foot – the holes of the button should
be in the blue open area of the foot. This area has a textured
rubberized coating that holds the button in position.

4.

Set the machine for either a Button Sew Stitch or a Zigzag Stitch on
0 length setting.

5.

Slowly turn the handwheel towards you to be certain that the needle
inserts in the middle of the each hole of the button. The stitch width
may need to be adjusted until the needle clears the holes.

6.

Make 6-8 stitches then knot by changing to the straight stitch at 0
length for 3-4 stitches, first checking to be certain that the needle
clears the hole.

7.

If using a four hole button, re-position the button and repeat Step 6.

Note: If a shank is needed to allow for
ease of buttoning, position a straight pin or
toothpick under the button before stitching.
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UTILITY GARMENT SEWING

UTILITY GARMENT SEWING

OVERCASTING FOOT
#250035896				

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: MA, MC*

#416283901 		

The Overcasting Foot is used to keep the fabric edges from curling up
when you overlock or zigzag stitch the edge to prevent raveling. The
metal bar in the center of the foot holds the fabric flat as the thread
wraps over the edge for a serged effect.
Snap on the Overcasting Foot.

1.

Snap on Rolled Hem Foot.

2.

Place fabric under the foot with the edge aligned against the guide
on the right side.

2.

Fold and press a double hem the width of the finished hem on the
underside of the fabric – about 1-1½”.

3.

Select overlock, zigzag or other desired stitch.

3.

4.

Adjust length. Adjust width so that the needle doesn’t hit the bar in
the center of the opening in the foot.

Place under the presser foot and stitch a few stitches along the
folded hem.

4.

5.

Sew, keeping fabric edge aligned against the guide on the foot.

Stop with the needle in the fabric, raise the presser foot and position
the folded hem into the funnel or scroll portion of the foot.

5.

Lower the Rolled Hem Foot and continue to sew, holding the fabric
vertically - the funnel or scroll will “roll” the fabric to form the hem.

#250035296

Models 4208 and 4212 require the optional universal shank part #250033996

M/C Code: MA, MB, CA, CB, CC, EA, EB, EC

GATHERING FOOT

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CE, EA, EB, EC

To gather a single layer of fabric:

Attach the Gathering Foot securely.

2.

Place the fabric under the foot and sew.

3.

For a wider seam allowance, move the needle to the left.

To gather and attach a second flat fabric simultaneously:
1.

Attach the Gathering Foot securely.

2.

Place the fabric to be gathered under the Gathering Foot right
side up.

3.

Place the fabric that will attach to the gathered fabric into the slot
from the left side opening with the right side down.

4.

Sew, keeping the two layers of fabric aligned, but not holding them
to prevent them from feeding while stitching together.

NON-STICK FOOT
#250035696

M/C Code: MA, MB, MC*, CA,CB, CC, CE, EA, EB, EC

Note: The Rolled Hem Foot can also
be used for couching yarn or decorative
threads. Feed the end of the yarn through
the funnel and into the groove under
the foot. Set the machine for a zigzag or
decorative stitch, adjusting the length and
width as desired.

Dealer $

MSRP $

The Non-Stick Foot is sometimes called a Teflon Foot. It is used to
sew specialty fabrics such as leather, plastic, vinyl and oilcloth. The
slick surface on the underside of the Non-Stick Foot allows these
fabrics to glide smoothly under the foot.

The Gathering Foot is used to form gathers in fabric. It can
gather a single fabric or gather and attach to a second flat fabric
simultaneously. It works best on light to medium weight fabrics. The
foot has a large needle opening to allow for various needle positions
and a slot that opens the left.
1.

MSRP $

M/C Code: MA, MB, MC*, CA, CB, CC, CE, EA, EC

1.

#250035996

Dealer $

The Rolled Hem Foot rolls the fabric to enclose the raw edge while
sewing. It works best with very light to medium weight fabrics. This
foot allows for quickly sewing professional finished edges for ruffles,
scarves, napkins, etc.

*Models 4208 and 4212 require the optional universal shank part
#250033996
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ROLLED HEM FOOT

Note: A longer stitch length and tighter
tension will produce fuller gathers.

1.

Snap on Non-Stick Foot.

2.

Select the desired stitch.

3.

Adjust length.

4.

If fabrics need to be pinned together, do so in the seam allowance
so that unwanted pinholes are not created from the straight pins or
use paper clips.

5.

After stitching, use a cool iron and pressing cloth to press seams.

*Models 4208 and 4212 require the optional universal shank part
#250033996

Note: When sewing these difficult fabrics,
frequently the stitch length should be
increased to avoid perforations in the
seamline.

#250041396						M/C Code: CD
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UTILITY GARMENT SEWING

ROLLER FOOT
#270076292		

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: MA, MB, MC*, CA, CB, CC, CE, EA, EC

The Roller Foot is used to sew thicker fabrics, heavy knits and
textured or napped fabrics. It can also be used for sewing leather,
vinyl or plastic. This presser foot has a longer roller in the front and
a set of smaller rollers in the back, for even fabric feeding.
1.

Snap the Roller Foot onto the machine.

2.

Select the desired stitch.

3.

Adjust length.

4.

If leather vinyl or plastic fabrics need to be pinned together, do so in
the seam allowance so that unwanted pinholes are not created from
the straight pins or use paper clips.

5.

After stitching, use a cool iron and pressing cloth to press seams.

*Models 4208 and 4212 require the optional universal shank part
#250033996

PIPING FOOT

#250041596				

Note: When sewing these specialty fabrics,
frequently the stitch length should be
increased to avoid perforations in the
fabrics.

Dealer $
M/C Code: CD

The Piping Foot is used to insert packaged piping into seams and
edges for a tailored finish. For specialty piping, cord can be covered
with fabric. The clear view allows you to see your stitching and piping
placement and to see the first row of stitching and adjust your needle
position appropriately to stitch next to the original row.
1.

Snap the Piping Foot onto the machine.

2.

Select the straight stitch with average stitch length.

3.

Position one layer of fabric face side up, place piping on top and the
other layer of fabric face down.

4.

Check that all three layers are aligned with the edges even on the
right side of the foot and the piping in the groove of the foot.

5.

Sew a few stitches to check the stitch placement. The needle
position may need to be adjusted to ensure the stitching is butted
against the cord in the piping.

MSRP $

Decorative &
Crafting Sewing

To Make Custom Piping:
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1.

Snap the Piping Foot onto the machine.

2.

Select the straight stitch with average stitch length.

3.

Position the cording into the center of the bias fabric strip with the
face side out.

4.

Place under the Piping Foot with the fold and cording to the left and
the raw edges to the right.

5.

Sew a few stitches to check the stitch placement. The needle
position may need to be adjusted to ensure the stitching is butted
against the cord in the piping.
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D E C O R AT I V E & C R A F T I N G S E W I N G

D E C O R AT I V E & C R A F T I N G S E W I N G

SATIN STITCH FOOT

Dealer $

#416128301

MSRP $

M/C Code: MA, MB, MC*

#250034596

The Satin Stitch Foot is also called an appliqué or special purpose
foot. It is used for sewing decorative stitching, appliqué, and other
surface embellishments on projects. This foot has a tunnel on the
underside to allow the stitched fabric to pass smoothly underneath.
1.

Snap the Satin Stitch Foot onto the machine.

2.

Prepare fabric and appliqué. Add tear-away interfacing under fabric
to reinforce area where appliqué or decorative stitching will be sewn.

3.

Slightly loosen the top tension.

4.

Select the desired stitch. Zigzag stitches are most often used for
appliqué.

5.

Position fabric with appliqué under the Satin Stitch Foot.

6.

Adjust stitch length—stitches should be close together, but not
stacking.

7.

Adjust stitch width—stitches should cover the raw edge of the
appliqué.

8.

Stitch around the entire appliqué completely covering the raw edges.

Note: Metallic, tweed or other decorative
threads may be used on the top of the
machine. Keep all purpose thread on
the bobbin.

Snap the Cording Foot onto the sewing machine.

2.

Select a zigzag or decorative stitch. Adjust the width to stitch over
the cords. The selected stitch should use forward motion, avoid
backward motion stitches.

3.

Slide the cords from the right, under the guides and into position in
the grooves.

4.

Pull the cords into the open slot behind the guides. Pull to the back
and under the foot. Check that the cords are flat and parallel. Tie
them together behind the foot to keep them in place.

5.

Place your fabric underneath the Cording Foot and sew. A stabilizer
may be needed to keep the fabric flat and smooth.

#250034696

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: MB, CA, CB, CC

M/C Code: CB, CC, EB

#250036096

CLEAR OPEN TOE FOOT
#250035796

M/C Code: MA, MB, CA, CB, CC

The Clear Open Toe Foot is perfect for appliqué, decorative stitching
and surface embellishments such as applying trims. It provides an
unobstructed view of the stitching while sewing since there is no
bridge between the toes. There is also a groove on the underside of
the foot to allow the stitching or embellishment to pass smoothly.
1.

Snap on the Clear Open Toe Foot.

2.

Select zigzag or decorative stitch.

3.

Adjust stitch length and width as desired.
M/C Code: MA, MB, CA, CB, CC, EA, EB
M/C Code: CD

Note: To align several rows of stitching, draw guide
lines with a marking pen. Use a stabilizer under the
fabric to prevent puckering.
18

MSRP $

M/C Code: MA, MC

1.

PINTUCK FOOT

#270 386023050
#250040796

Dealer $

With the Cording Foot, surface embellishment can be added to
fabrics with decorative cords, threads, or thin yarns. The grooves
in the foot keep the cords parallel and flat while guiding them back
through to the groove under the presser foot as they are stitched to
your fabric. This foot may also be used for shirring and gathering.

*Models 4208 and 4212 require the optional universal shank part #
250033996
#250036696

CORDING FOOT

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: MC*, CB, CC, EA, EC

The Pintuck Foot is used for heirloom sewing, embellishing garments,
table linens and bed linens. Generally, this foot is used with a twin
needle (SINGER® Style 2025) to create evenly-spaced raised tucks
in the fabric. It works best with very fine to medium weight fabrics.
A series of grooves on the underside of the foot keep the tucks from
being flattened and serves as guides for stitching parallel rows of
tucks.
1.

Snap on the Pintuck Foot.

2.

Insert a narrow twin needle.

3.

Thread the machine with two spools of thread.

4.

Increase the top thread tension.

5.

Set the machine for a straight stitch.

6.

Using a marking tool, mark the first row of stitching (can be straight
or wavy).

7.

Position the fabric under the foot aligning the marking with the
center of the foot and stitch the first tuck.

8.

To stitch the second tuck, position the first tuck into one of the other
grooves. Which groove used will determine the spacing of the tucks.

*Models 4208 and 4212 require the optional universal shank part
#250033996

Note: A contrasting thread will produce a
more pronounced tuck.

Twin Needle Style 2025
#D043090 (4mm size 90 regular point)
#D07419 (4mm stretch)
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D E C O R AT I V E & C R A F T I N G S E W I N G

BEADING FOOT
#250041296

D E C O R AT I V E & C R A F T I N G S E W I N G

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: CD

#250040496

Snap the Beading Foot onto the machine.

2.

Thread the top of the machine with clear monofilament thread and
regular sewing thread in the bobbin.

3.

Select zigzag stitch.

4.

Position the beads or other trim into the groove of the foot. This will
guide the trim as it is stitched.

5.

Place fabric under the Beading Foot. Trims may be stitched on the
edge or anywhere on the fabric.

6.

Adjust zigzag width to accommodate the width of the trim. Turn the
handwheel to permit the needle to go left and right to test that the
needle will clear the trim and not break.

7.

Sew slowly.

EDGE JOINING FOOT
#250040896

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: CD
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Snap the Edge Joining Foot onto the machine.

2.

Position fabrics or trims against each side of the center guide.

3.

Select zigzag, feather, multi-stretch zigzag or other desired stitch.

4.

Adjust stitch width to catch fabrics on both sides of the center
guide on the Edge Joining Foot.

5.

Stitch while keeping the fabrics or trims aligned against the
center guide.

1.

Snap on the Multi-Line Sewing Foot.

2.

Thread the machine. Decorative threads may be used for the upper
threading.

3.

Select a decorative stitch.

4.

Use a fabric marking pen to draw a line to indicate the center of the
stitching.

5.

Place the fabric with stabilizer under the Multi-Line Sewing Foot,
aligning the drawn line with the center marking on the foot.

6.

Sew the first row of stitching.

7.

Re-position the fabric to the left or right using the red lines on the
foot to determine the desired distance between rows of stitching.

8.

Stitch subsequent rows using the red lines on the foot as a guide
while stitching.

COUCHING FOOT
#250041496

The Edge Joining Foot is used to sew two pieces of fabric, lace
or trim together side by side. It can also be used for stitching in
the ditch, edge stitching, and Hong Kong finishes. The vertical
guide in the center of the foot assures that your stitching stays
perfectly straight.
1.

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: CD

The Multi-Line Sewing Foot is used to create evenly spaced rows of decorative stitches or as a guide when sewing stitches that have sideways motion.
Guidelines are also marked to ensure accuracy when turning corners.

Use the Beading Foot to easily sew beads, cords, yarns, sequins or
other trims into place. The deep groove on the underside of the foot
will allow piping or beads to be easily stitched into place.
1.

MULTI-LINE SEWING FOOT

Note: When sewing decorative stitches that
have sideways motion, keep the drawn line
and the red lines on the presser foot parallel
to each other while stitching.

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: CD

The Couching Foot is designed to let you sew over cords, yarns,
heavy weight threads, or trims to add embellishment to projects.
The loop on the front of the foot guides the threads, yarns, or
cords while stitching.

Note: It is easier to use lace or trims with a
flat header.

1.

Position the yarn, cord, or threads through the loop in front of the
Couching Foot, into the opening then to the back and into the tunnel
on the underside of the foot.

2.

Snap the Couching Foot onto the machine.

3.

Select zigzag or other stitch.

4.

Adjust stitch width to cover the yarn, cord, or threads.

5.

Position a scrap fabric under the foot to check the stitching.
Adjust as desired.

6.

Stitch attaching the trim while sewing.
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D E C O R AT I V E & C R A F T I N G S E W I N G

D E C O R AT I V E & C R A F T I N G S E W I N G

RUFFLER FOOT
#2500270.01

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CE, EA, EB, EC

#2500261.01

The Ruffler Foot is used to create perfectly spaced pleats and gathers.
It can also make pleated or gathered ruffles that are simultaneously
stitched to a project.

b.

Ruffler Regulator—determines the frequency of the tucks
1 = every stitch creates a tuck
6 = every 6th stich creates a tuck
12 = every 12th stitch creates a tuck
• = no tucks are created

Ruffling Blade—forms the gathers or pleats by pushing the fabric to
the needle

d.

Separator Blade—bottom plate of the attachment

e.

Separator Guides—slots to guide the edge of the fabric

Drop the feed dogs or cover them.

2.

Set pressure setting to the highest setting, if applicable.

3.

Position the lever of the Flower Stitch Foot onto the needle clamp
and attach to the shank with the screw. Tighten securely.

4.

The size of the flower can be adjusted with the screw on the presser
foot. Loosen the screw and move the setting mark in the center of
the foot opening:
Move to + to make a larger flower
Move to – to make a smaller flower
Then tighten the screw.

To Make a Ruffle or Gather:

1.

Remove the regular presser foot and attach the Ruffler Foot - the
fork arm goes around the needle screw clamp then attach to the
shank with the screw. Secure the screw.

2.

Set the machine for a straight stitch.

3.

Adjust stitch length. (A shorter stitch length creates pleats that are
closer together.)

4.

Check that the needle clears the hole in the ruffle attachment.

5.

Position the fabric right side up between the ruffling blade and the
separator blade and under the first separator guide.

6.

Push the ruffling blade towards the needle.

7.

Stitch gathers or pleats.

MSRP $

M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CE, EA, EB, EC

1.

Adjusting Screw or Indicator—determines the depth of the tucks
(Settings 0-8, with 0 for the least fullness and 8 for the deepest
pleats)

c.

Dealer $

With the Flower Stitch Foot beautiful flowers and other circular
designs can be created. Use various threads, stitches, size settings or
twin needle for unique embellishments.

Parts of the Ruffler:
a.

FLOWER STITCH FOOT

5.

Select the desired stitch. Do not select decorative stitches that
utilize backward motion.

6.

Adjust stitch width.

7.

Pull bobbin thread to the top of the machine.

8.

Place the fabric under the attachment where the embellishment is
desired.

9.

Hold the threads and sew a few stitches. Stop and clip threads.
Continue stitching.

Note: If using a twin needle, set the machine
for twin needle or adjust stitch width to 2 or
less. Stabilizer may be needed to prevent
fabric from puckering.

10. When the design is complete, lift presser foot and pull out leaving
threads long enough to pull to back and knot.

To Make a Ruffle and Attach to Fabric in One Operation:
			
8. Follow Steps 1-4, and then proceed with Step 9.

9.

Position the fabric to be ruffled or gathered, right side down,
between the ruffling blade and the separator blade and under the
first separator guide.

10. Place the fabric that will remain flat right side up, between the
separator blade and the machine feed dogs and under the first
separator guide.

Note: Always use scraps of the fabric to test
the settings before stitching on your project.

11. Push the ruffling blade towards the needle.
12. Lower the presser foot and sew.

#250040596
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M/C Code: CD
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Q U I LT I N G

PATCHWORK (QUILTING) FOOT

#270 386005

Quilting

Dealer $

MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: CB, CC, EA, EC

To stitch a perfect quarter inch seam, just guide the cut edges of your
seam allowance along the right side of the ¼” FOOT. The markings
on the sides of the foot indicate pivot points for maintaining width of
seams at corners.
1.

Snap on the ¼” Quilting Foot.

2.

Select the straight stitch.

3.

Align the cut edge of the fabric along the right edge of the foot.

4.

Sew to get accurate ¼” seams.

¼” PIECING FOOT
#2500267.01

M/C Code: MA, MB, MC*, CA, CB, CC, CE ,EA, EC

The ¼” Piecing Foot is used for sewing perfect ¼” seam allowances.
It can also be used for small projects with narrow seam allowances
like baby clothes and doll clothes. The red guide lines on the foot help
you accurately pivot corners!
1.

Snap on the ¼” Foot.

2.

Select the straight stitch and center needle position.

3.

Align the cut edge of the fabric along the right edge of the foot.

4.

Sew to get accurate ¼” seams.

*Models 4208 and 4212 require the optional universal shank part
#250033996
#250041696
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M/C Code: CD
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Q U I LT I N G

Q U I LT I N G

STITCH-IN-THE-DITCH FOOT
#250041196

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: CD

CLEAR OPEN TOE FREE-MOTION
#250041096

The Stitch-in-the-ditch foot helps to accurately stitch in the seams
of pieced quilts, garments and other projects. This foot also has
guidelines for turning corners evenly.
Snap on the Stitch-in-the-Ditch Foot.

1.

Snap on the Clear Open Toe Free Motion Foot.

2.

Thread the machine with the desired color or monofilament thread
on the top and thread to match the underside of the quilt in the
bobbin.

2.

Drop the feed dogs or cover them.

3.

Thread the machine and bobbin.

4.

Select straight stitch. Stitch length will not matter since it will
be determined by the movement of the fabric.

3.

Select straight stitch with center needle position.

4.

Position the layered quilt fabrics with the top of the quilt face up.
The guide of the foot should align with the seam (ditch) of the quilt.

5.

5.

Stitch-in-the-ditch of the quilt seams as desired while keeping the
fabric along the guide of the foot.

Practice sewing on a fabric scrap to get the feel for moving the fabric
smoothly.

6.

Begin stitching on the project. To start and end stitching, take
several stitches without moving the fabric to lock the stitching.

#250034896

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: MA, MB, MC*, CA, CB, CC, CE, EA,EB, EC

Remove the presser foot and the presser foot ankle.

2.

Drop or cover the feed dogs.

3.

Attach the Free Motion Foot being certain that the metal arm is on
the needle clamp. Tighten the screw securely.

4.

Select a straight stitch and center needle position. Stitch length will
not matter since it will be determined by the movement of the fabric.

5.

Position the fabric under the presser foot and bring the bobbin
thread to the top.

6.

Holding both threads, begin stitching moving the fabric in a smooth
motion with a consistent speed.

EVEN FEED FOOT
#250035096

The Free Motion/Darning Foot gives better visibility around the foot
when free motion quilting. The closed toe helps prevent threads or
fabrics from getting stuck in the foot, especially when stitching on
lace-type fabrics.
1.

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: ALL MODELS (except CD)

The Even Feed Foot, also known as a walking foot makes it much
easier to match plaids or stripes, sew several fabric layers such as
quilting, sewing napped or slippery fabrics. This foot has its own set
of feed dogs that work in conjunction with the machines feed dogs to
improve the flow of the fabric. The Even Feed Foot securely grips the
top layer or layers of fabric while your sewing machine feeds the fabric
from below. Plaids, stripes, and quilt layers stay perfectly aligned
and leathers, suedes, vinyls and other problematic fabrics flow easily
through your machine.
Note: This foot also is used to stitch free
hand monograms and other designs by
selecting the zigzag stitch.

1.

Remove the presser foot and presser foot ankle.

2.

Position the arm of the Walking Foot over the needle clamp screw
and attach to the shank of the machine with the screw. Tighten
securely.

*Does not fit the 4210, 4212 and 4220
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MSRP $

The Clear Open Toe Free-Motion Foot provides an unobstructed
view for free motion sewing or stippling around pieced quilts or
embroidered designs.

1.

FREE MOTION / DARNING FOOT

Dealer $

M/C Code: CD

Note: As the needle goes up and down, the feed dogs also move up
and down, thus pulling the upper layer of fabric evenly along with the
lower fabric.
3.

Select the straight, zigzag, or other desired stitch. Do not select
stitches with many backward stitches.

4.

Place fabrics under the Even Feed Foot and stitch.
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Q U I LT I N G

QUILTING GUIDE ATTACHMENT
#6008001

Dealer $

MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: ALL MODELS

The Quilting Guide Attachment or Edge Guide is used to stitch evenlyspaced rows for quilting, topstitching, space between tucks, etc. It
works with presser feet that have an accessory hole in the back of the
presser foot shank.
1.

Attach presser foot with accessory hole in the back.

2.

Insert the longer arm of the Quilting Guide Attachment into the hole.

3.

Position the guide to the desired width – measure from the needle
and slide to adjust.

4.

Stitch consecutive, evenly spaced rows.

LEGACY EXTENSION TABLE
#250032496

M/C Code: EB

The Large Extension Table provides a stable, level surface for sewing
larger projects such as quilts. It has a ruler at the front for a quick
reference or guide.
1.

Simply take off the removable storage compartment to access the
machine’s free arm

2.

Slide the Large Extension Table onto the machine.

FEATHERWEIGHT EXTENSION TABLE
#250033296

M/C Code: CD

The Featherweight Extension Table is perfect for sewing large projects
or for quilting. It has a ruler at the front for a quick reference or
guide and the adjustable-height legs provide added stability. Table
Measurement (Inches): 15.75 L X 10.13 W X 1.25 H
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1.

Simply take off the removable storage compartment to access the
machine’s free arm

2.

Slide the Extension Table onto the machine.

3.

Adjust the height of the legs as needed to provide an extended
sewing surface level with the machine.
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EMBROIDERY

ENDLESS EMBROIDERY HOOP

#250031796

Embroidery

Dealer $

MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: EB

The Endless Hoop makes it very simple to create borders for
garments and home decorator projects. The hoop size is 7” x 4”
(180mm x 100 mm) and includes six border designs.
1.

Place the fabric and stabilizer into the hoop.

2.

Line up the fabric with the guide on the right side of the hoop.

3.

Snap the clamp in place to secure your fabric in the hoop.

4.

When the embroidery is completed, a jump (alignment) stitch marks
the matching point for perfect placement of the next embroidery.

5.

Unsnap the clamp to release the fabric and stabilizer.

6.

Slide the fabric and stabilizer forward and align the needle with the
jump stitch.

7.

Make sure that the fabric is lined up with the guide on the right side
of the hoop.

8.

Snap the clamp back in place and continue to embroider.

5” X 7” EMBROIDERY HOOP
#250031696

M/C Code: EB

Many commercial embroidery designs are designated as 5” x 7”
in size, making this hoop perfect to use when embroidering these
designs. It holds your fabric taut and permits precise placement of
your 5” x 7” design. It also eliminates the use of excess stabilizer
when using a larger hoop than needed. Six free downloadable 5” x 7”
embroidery designs are included.
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1.

Loosen the screw on the hoop and remove the inner section of the
hoop.

2.

Place the fabric and stabilizer onto the outer part of the hoop.

3.

Position the inner section of the hoop over the fabric and stabilizer
and press down so that the inner hoop slips into the outer hoop..

4.

Tighten the screw. Pull the fabric until smooth and taut.

5.

Position the hoop onto the machine and begin embroidery.
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ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

BOBBINS
#006084009

M/C Code: MA, MB, CC, CD, EB

Plastic class 15
Dealer $

BOBBINS
#85128-BLS

M/C Code: CB, EA

10 pack of plastic class 15J
MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

Additional
Accessories

SEAM RIPPER / BRUSH
#85365

M/C Code: ALL MODELS

Use this brush to clean lint and threads from the machine.
Dealer $

MSRP $

SCREWDRIVER FOR
NEEDLE PLATE

#68000177
M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE, EA, EB, EC
Dealer $

MSRP $

SCREWDRIVER (SMALL)
#161295-452-BLS

Dealer $
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M/C Code: ALL MODELS

MSRP $
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OVERLOCK SEWING AND EMBELLISHMENT

Overlock
Sewing and
Embellishment

ELASTIC FOOT
#270 550621

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: SA

The Elastic Foot is used for stretching and attaching elastic to a
project. The amount of stretch can be adjusted easily. The foot can
also be used to attach a stay tape to a seam to prevent stretching.
Setting up the Serger:
Needles: One or two
Stitch Type: Three-thread overlock or four-thread ultra stretch mock safety stitch
Stitch Length: 4
Differential Feed: Normal
Upper Knife: Engaged or disengaged
1.

Loosen the screw and pull the guide to the left.

2.

Insert the elastic through the opening and pull to the back
of the foot.

3.

Re-position the guide and tighten the screw.

4.

Snap the Elastic Foot to the machine.

5.

Adjust the amount of stretch desired with the adjusting screw on the
top of the foot.

6.

Position the fabric wrong side up under the foot to the desired
position.

7.

Sew while lightly pulling the elastic to the back of the machine.
Be careful not to cut the elastic while stitching.

BLIND HEM FOOT
#270 550623

Note: If desired, the stitched elastic can be
stretched, turned down and stitched with
a regular sewing machine using a straight
stretch or multi-stretch zigzag stitch.

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: SA

The Blind Hem Foot stitches the hem, overcasts the edge and trims
all in one step. The stitching occurs on the wrong side of the fabric,
and the stitches barely catch the right side of the fabric.
Setting up the Serger:
Needle: Right needle
Stitch Type: Three-thread overlock
Stitch Length: 3 - 4
Differential Feed: Normal
Upper Knife: Engaged
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1.

Snap on the Blind Hem Foot.

2.

Fold up the hem. Press

3.

Turn the hem back against the right side of fabric, leaving about ¼”
of the hem exposed.

4.

Position the fold of the hem against the guide of the foot.

5.

The position of the guide can be adjusted by loosening the screw,
moving the guide, and then re-tightening the screw.

6.

Sew, guiding the fabric so that the stitching just catches the folded edge.

Note: On a scrap of the fabric, test the
stitching to make certain that the stitching
is catching just the edge of the fold before
hemming the project.
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OVERLOCK SEWING AND EMBELLISHMENT

GATHERING FOOT
#270 550620

OVERLOCK SEWING AND EMBELLISHMENT

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: SA

#270 550769

The Gathering Foot is used to form gathers in fabric. It can
gather a single fabric or gather and attach to a second flat fabric
simultaneously. It works best on light to medium weight fabrics.

Position the fabric under the foot from the left side.

3.

Lower the presser foot and sew.

To gather and attach a second flat fabric simultaneously:
1.

Snap the Gathering Foot onto the machine.

2.

The width of the seam allowance can be adjusted by loosening
the screw on the front of the foot, sliding the guide to the desired
position, then re-tightening the screw.

3.

Place the fabric to be gathered right side up, between the Gathering
Foot and the needle plate.

4.

Place the fabric that will NOT be gathered into the opening of the
foot with the right side down.

5.

Lower the presser foot and sew. Keep the two layers of fabric
aligned to the guide on the right of the foot. Let them feed together
while gathering and stitching together.

M/C Code: SA

Needle: Right needle
Stitch Type: Three-thread overlock
Stitch Length: 2-4
Differential Feed: Normal
Upper Knife: Engaged

To gather a single layer of fabric:
2.

MSRP $

Setting up the Serger:

Needles: Two or one
Stitch Type: Three or four-thread overlock
Stitch Length: Longer Stitch
Differential Feed: Higher Setting
Upper Knife: Engaged

Snap the Gathering Foot onto the machine.

Dealer $

The Lace Foot makes it easy to serge lace and delicate trims together
or onto fabric without damaging the header. The adjustable guide of
the foot ensures that the stitching will be accurate as well as ensure
that your lace stays intact.

Setting up the Serger:

1.

LACE FOOT

Note: A longer stitch length, tighter tension
and increasing the differential feed will
produce fuller gathers.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Snap on the Lace Foot.
Position the fabric right side up under the presser foot so that
desired amount will be cut off.
Place lace right side down on top of the guide with the header
against it.
The position of the guide can be adjusted with the screw on top of
the foot. (Loosen the screw, adjust guide to desired position then
tighten screw.)

Note: If the fabric doesn’t need to be
trimmed, place both fabric and lace on top
of the guide. Disengage the knife. Adjust
guide as needed and stitch.

The lace foot can also be used to topstitch ribbon onto fabric:
1.

Disengage the knife.

2.

Set the serger for a narrow flatlock stitch.

3.

Align the ribbon along the guide so that the needles are centered on
the ribbon.

4.

Sew.

BEADING FOOT
#270 550624

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: SA

The Beading Foot is used to apply beads, pearls, sequins or other
trims to projects. It can also be used with a rolled hem stitch to make
wire-edge ribbon for craft and home dec projects.
Setting up the Serger:
Needle: Right or left needle
Stitch Type: Three-thread overlock
Stitch Length: 2-4
Differential Feed: Normal
Upper Knife: Engaged or disengaged
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1.

Snap the Beading Foot onto the machine.

2.

Position the beads into the guide at the front of the foot and under
the tunnel at the back.

3.

Take 2-3 stitches to hold the beads in place.

4.

Place fabric under the foot at desired position depending on if the
fabric is to be trimmed or not. (Knife will be engaged or disengaged.)

5.

Sew, keeping the beads in the guide.

Note: If applying sequins, be certain that the
sequins overlap forward or they may cause
the stitching to jam.
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OVERLOCK SEWING AND EMBELLISHMENT

PIPING FOOT
#270 550622

Dealer $

MSRP $

M/C Code: SA

The Piping Foot is sometimes called a Cording Foot. It is used to
cover cording to make piping or for inserting piping into seams.
The groove in the bottom of the foot guides the cording or piping
while stitching.
Setting up the Serger:
Needle: One or two
Stitch Type: Three or four-thread overlock stitch
Stitch Length: 3-5 mm
Differential Feed: Normal
Upper Knife: Engaged or disengaged
To make piping:
1.

Cut bias strips wide enough to cover the cording and seam
allowances.

2.

Fold fabric (wrong sides together) and position the cord inside the
fold.

3.

Snap the Piping Foot onto the machine.

4.

Place the fabric with the cord under the Piping Foot making sure that
the cord is in the groove on the underside of the foot while sewing.

Note: Depending on the width of the seam
allowance desired, the knife will be engaged
to trim the fabric or not engaged so that the
seam allowance will not be trimmed.

To stitch piping into a seam:
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1.

Snap on the Piping Foot.

2.

Place fabric (right side up), piping, and then the second layer of
fabric (right side down) under the presser foot with the piping
positioned in the groove of the foot.

3.

Sew, keeping the piping in the groove of the foot.
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NOTIONS (NEEDLES,SCISSORS AND DRESS FORMS)

UNIVERSAL NEEDLE

Dealer $

MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

D4715
SIZE 81/11 - 4 COUNT
D4723
SIZE 90/14 - 4 COUNT
D4766
ASSORTED: SIZE 80/11 (2), 90/14 (2), 100/16 (1)
M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE, EA, EB, EC

Universal or regular point needles have a slightly rounded sharp
point and are used for all woven fabrics like cotton, linen and silk.
They come in a variety of sizes suitable for different types and
weights of fabrics.

Notions

(Needles,Scissors
& Dress Forms)

BALL POINT NEEDLE
D4847 ASSORTED: SIZE 70/09 & 80/11 – 4 COUNT
M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE, EA, EB, EC

Ball point needles have a rounder tip that separates the fabric yarns
while stitching. It is used for knit and tricot fabrics.

OVERLOCK / SERGER NEEDLE
D04803 ASSORTED: SIZE 80/11, 90/14, 100/16 – 5 COUNT
M/C Code: SA, SB, SC

Serger/Overlock needles are for use with serger or overlock
machines. If your serger recommends a Style 2022 needle,
you can use these needles.
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NOTIONS (NEEDLES,SCISSORS AND DRESS FORMS)

HEAVY DUTY NEEDLE

NOTIONS (NEEDLES,SCISSORS AND DRESS FORMS)

Dealer $

MSRP $

D4758 Size 110/18 - 3 COUNT
M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE, EA, EB, EC

D2108 SIZE 100/16 – 3 COUNT
M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE, EA, EB, EC

Heavy duty needles are used for sewing heavy fabrics, such as
canvas and upholstery. We recommend a slightly longer stitch
length when sewing heavy fabrics.

Denim needles have a sharp point for use when sewing denim
and jeans. They are also practical when sewing canvas.

MICROTEX NEEDLE

Dealer $

MSRP $

D2087 SIZE 90/14 & 100/16 – 3 COUNT
M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE, EA, EB, EC

Leather needles have a wedge point for sewing leather or vinyl.

MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

Topstitch needles have a larger eye and groove to accommodate
the use of heavier decorative threads for embellishment.

Microtex needles have a very sharp point and are perfect for
microfibers and other synthetic fabrics. They are available in
small sizes for lightweight tightly woven fabrics.

LEATHER NEEDLE

TOPSTITCH NEEDLE

Dealer $

D04725 SIZE 100/16 – 5 COUNT
M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE, EA, EB, EC

D04712 SIZE 90/14 – 5 COUNT
D04708 SIZE 60, 70 & 80 – 5 COUNT
M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE, EA, EB, EC
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DENIM NEEDLE

Dealer $

MSRP $

EMBROIDERY NEEDLE
D04727 SIZE 80 – 5 COUNT
D04728 SIZE 90 – 5 COUNT
M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE, EA, EB, EC

Embroidery needles are specially designed for use with special
threads for embroidery and decorative sewing.
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NOTIONS (NEEDLES,SCISSORS AND DRESS FORMS)

TWIN NEEDLE

NOTIONS (NEEDLES,SCISSORS AND DRESS FORMS)

Dealer $

MSRP $

D04309 UNIVERSAL SIZE 90- 4MM – 1 COUNT
D04719 STRETCH 4MM – 1 COUNT
M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE, EA, EB, EC

METALLIC NEEDLE

Dealer $

MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

D04804 SIZE 90 – 5 COUNT
M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE, EA, EB, EC

Metallic needles have a longer eye for use with metallic
or other decorative threads.

Twin needles have two needles joined together on one shank.
They are used to sew two parallel rows of stitching simultaneously.
The “MM” designation refers to the metric distance between the
two joined needles. These can be used for creating pin tucks, as
well as parallel decorative stitching. Be sure to set the stitch width
to an appropriate width before starting to stitch.

TITANIUM NEEDLE
DU04806 REGULAR & BALL POINT: SIZE 80/11 & 90/14 – 8 COUNT
D04810
QUILTING: SIZE 80/11 & 90/14
M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE, EA, EB, EC

Titanium needles are coated to help them stay sharper longer.
They have excellent abrasion resistance and will last much longer.

WING NEEDLE

Dealer $

MSRP $

D04811 SIZE 100 – 2 COUNT
M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE, EA, EB, EC

Wing needles have “wings” on each side of the needle that creates small
holes while stitching. Use with natural fibers for best results. Use these
needles when creating heirloom stitches on batiste or lightweight linens.

MISCELLANEOUS NEEDLE
D04800 UNIVERSAL & BALL POINT: SIZE 80 (2), 90 (4), 100 (2) – 8 COUNT
M/C Code: MA, MB, MC, CA, CB, CC, CD, CE, EA, EB, EC

This combination pack is perfect for all your sewing needs.
It includes both ballpoint needles for sewing knits and other stretch
fabrics, as well as a universal needle for sewing woven fabrics like
cottons, linens and silk.
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NOTIONS (NEEDLES,SCISSORS AND DRESS FORMS)

4 INCH (10.3 CM) EMBROIDERY SCISSOR

NOTIONS (NEEDLES,SCISSORS AND DRESS FORMS)

Dealer $

MSRP $

#250014301

Dealer $

MSRP $

These are useful for quickly trimming thread while at your sewing
machine and for snipping off thread ends.
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7 INCH (18 CM) BENT SHEARS

Dealer $

MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

#250016101

With the pop of color on this scissor, you will never misplace them.
Use for trimming seams and threads.

#250015101

MSRP $

This Multi-purpose scissor can be used for a variety of sewing
and craft projects.

#250014701

4.5 INCH (10.8 CM) THREAD SNIP

Dealer $

#250015801

With an extra curved blade, this scissor is perfect for trimming
threads when embroidering or clipping delicate narrow seams.

4 INCH (10.3 CM) TRIMMING SCISSOR

7.75 INCH (19.7 CM) SCISSOR

Use these dressmaker shears for cutting light weight fabrics.
Cut without lifting the fabric.

Dealer $

MSRP $

8 INCH (20.5 CM) BENT SHEARS
#250016201

Use these dressmaker shears to cut medium weight fabrics.
Cut without lifting the fabric.
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7 INCH (18 CM) SCISSOR

NOTIONS (NEEDLES,SCISSORS AND DRESS FORMS)

Dealer $

MSRP $

#250016401

Dealer $

MSRP $

Sewing enthusiasts and crafters alike will love how quickly you
can finish seam edges using these pinking shears.
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10 INCH (25.6 CM) TAILOR SHEARS

Dealer $

MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

#250019201

Our 8 inch stainless steel sewing scissor is suitable for sewing
and craft projects.

#250016601

MSRP $

These professional shears are ideal for cutting heavy weight fabrics.

#250016501

9.5 INCH (24.3 CM) PINKING SHEARS

Dealer $

#250019101

Our 7 inch stainless steel sewing scissor is suitable for sewing
and craft projects.

8 INCH (20.5 CM) SCISSOR

9 INCH (23 CM) TAILOR SHEARS

These 10 inch professional shears are ideal for cutting heavy to
extra heavy weight fabrics.

Dealer $

MSRP $

4.5 (11.5 CM) EMBROIDERY SCISSOR
#250019601

These short and sharp embroidery scissors feature a lightly curved
blade for trimming threads and making detailed cuts in fabrics.
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10 INCH (25.6 CM) TAILOR SCISSOR

NOTIONS (NEEDLES,SCISSORS AND DRESS FORMS)

Dealer $

MSRP $

#250019701

Dealer $

MSRP $

These stainless steel scissors will cushion the fingers and cut cleanly
through light to medium weight fabrics.
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9 INCH (23 CM) BENT SHEAR

Dealer $

MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

#250022296

This forged nickel chrome scissor is packaged in the perfect gift box,
ready to offer to any sewing enthusiast.

#250020396

MSRP $

Use these 8 inch professional stainless steel textile scissors for cutting
light to medium weight fabrics. Cut without lifting the fabric.

#250019901

8 INCH (20.5 CM) SCISSOR

Dealer $

#250022196

Our professional Tailor scissor in polished chrome are comfortable
when cutting all types of fabrics.

7 INCH (17.8 CM) SCISSOR

8 INCH (20.5 CM) BENT SHEAR

Use these 9 inch professional stainless steel textile scissors for cutting
light to medium weight fabrics. Cut without lifting the fabric.

Dealer $

MSRP $

5 INCH (12.7 CM) SCISSOR
#250022696

These stainless steel scissors are ideal for clipping threads and
trimming seams. You will want to keep a pair by your sewing machine,
your serger and you’re ironing station.
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Red Dress Form

Dealer $

MSRP $

Dealer $

MSRP $

#DF150SM_RD

Perfect for fitting garments.
Get a perfect fit every time you sew a garment with this adjustable
small to medium dress form. Foam backed for easy pinning and
marking, features 12 dials to set to your size in seconds. Also includes
a built in hem gauge for accuracy when hemming your projects.
--

Bust sizes 33”– 40” (84cm – 101cm)

--

Waist sizes 25”– 32” (64cm – 81 cm)

--

Hip sizes 34”– 41” (86cm – 104cm)

Grey Dress Form
#DF151ML_GR

Perfect for fitting garments.
Get a perfect fit every time you sew a garment with this adjustable
medium to large dress form. Foam backed for easy pinning and
marking, features 12 dials to set to your size in seconds. Also includes
a built in hem gauge for accuracy when hemming your projects.
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--

Bust sizes 40”– 46” (101cm – 116cm)

--

Waist sizes 31”– 37” (78cm – 93 cm)

--

Hip sizes 40”– 46” (101cm – 117cm)
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